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Abstract: In this article, we study the structure and time characteristics of the financial protocols, determine
the goal and objectives, reveal the novelty of the scientific subject and refer to the methods used in the study.
A classification of electronic payment systems (EPS) was represented, the requirements for financial protocols
were analyized and the protocol “anonymous cash cheques” was considered in details. A generalized model
of the EPS, represented as a queuing network was suggested to analyse the financial protocol “anonymous
cash cheques”. The analytical and simulation models of the systems were built using suggested models as well
as a hybrid system of parametric optimization based on genetic algorithm was developed. We represent the
main theoretical and practical results of the study and conclude on the practical significance of the results.
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INTRODUCTION The  aim   of   the   study   is  to   develop   the tools

In present, the e-commerce is sufficiently developed. payment system, based on the financial protocol
This phenomenon is explained by the fact that the “anonymous cash cheques” designed to optimize its
payment process is quick, without queues and carried out operations.
using the electronic money. The drawback of cash is that To achieve this goals, we have identified the
they need to be constantly carried, they are destroying following objectives:
and can be stolen. Any system of electronic payments is
a financial protocol that regulates the interaction between Analyse of the requirements to the electronic
the participants, i.e. the customer, the seller and the bank payment system;
[1]. These protocols are required the safety of protocol Analyse of the financial protocol “anonymous cash
participants and anonymity [2]. A man should be able to cheques”;
protect his personal information. For this reason, the Formalize the processes of the system of electronic
financial protocol, which is the basis of the electronic payments in the form of a queuing network;
payment system, must ensure the anonymity of payments
and eliminate the possible fraud for the safety of the Develop and study an analytical model of a electronic
participants of a protocol [3]. payment system to find the probabilistic-time

The structure of the electronic payment system characteristics of EPS;
depends on the requirements to the financial protocol.
Therefore, the introduction of new requirements can be Develop a simulation model of  the  electronic
substantially important for the selection of the parameters payment   system    that    will    allow   the  selection
used technical tools. Registration of the combined effect of  operating  parameters  of  EPS and study the
of the parameters is a complicate task for the design and model   to    find   the   probability   -  the
requires a reasonable choice of parameters of the probabilistic-time     characteristics      of    the
technical components in practice. However, there is no system;
opportunity to undertake the experiment with the real Develop a hybrid system built on the basis of genetic
system due to economic reasons or  the  lack  of  time. algorithm to find the optimal operating parameters of
This explains the relevance of this research topic. the EPS.

to   analyze    the    operations   of   the  electronic
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Scientific novelty of the research consists in that:

Financial protocol of “anonymous cash cheques”
was used in the new electronic payment system,
formalized in the form of queuing networks;
A new simulation model, describing the processing
of orders in the analytical model of functioning of the
electronic payment system based on the protocol
"anonymous cash cheques" was developed;
A hybrid system for the new knowledge domain –
identification of the optimal operating parameters of
the EPS was developed and applied.

Experimental: The study was performed using the
methods of system analysis, mathematical modeling and The  interaction   of    the    EPS  participants
optimization theory. according   to    the    financial   protokol  “anonymous

General: There are several types of electronic payment [1, 5, 6]:
systems [2]:

Real-time non-anonymous EPS (FirstVirtual, NetBill, for 1000 rubles each. Each cheque is added by a
Financial Services Technology Consortium); unique line X, randomly selected and sufficiently
Universal electronic payment systems (UEPS); long to maximum reduce the probability of the use of
Real-time anonymous EPS (Chaum’s EPS or this line by the other person, as well as each cheque
“anonymous cash cheques” [3]); is supplied with several generated lines for
Anonymous autonomous EPS (Brand’s EPS). identification;

According to these protocols, unified specification paper into n different envelopes and bears all
SET (“Secure Electronic Transaction Specification”) [4] envelopes to the bank;
developed by Visa, MasterCard, Netscape  and  Microsoft Bank opens n-1 envelopes and convinced that each
companies, which require the specific parameters of cheque is drawn for 1000 rubles, all random strings X
electronic payments was created. are different and asks the customer to reveal all the

These requirements include [2]: If the bank is satisfied and verified no frauds, it signs

Independence (on the location) - electronic money hidden cheque to the customer and debites from the
can be transferred within a network; customer’s account;
Security - impossibility to copy and re-use of Customer takes the masked cheque and spends it to
electronic money; the seller;
Anonymity – impossibility to establish a connection Seller verifies the bank signature and ensures the
between the customer and his purchases. cheque is the legal;

There are three main participants in any system of the left or right half of the identity strings on the
electronic payments: customer, seller, the customer’s bank cheque. In fact, the seller provides the customer with
and the merchant’s bank. To facilitate the cash flow a random n-bit string-selector, b , b ,..., b . Left or
transfer, we have accepted that the customer and seller right half I  wil be openned by a customer, depends
are served in the same bank. on the b , 0 or 1 values;

A model of the electronic payment system is shown A customer fulfills the requirement;
in Figure 1. Seller brings a cash cheque to the bank; 

Fig. 1. A model of the electronic payment system

cash   cheques”    include     the     following   operations

The customer prepares n anonymous money cheques

The customer puts each of them and a piece of copy

lines of identification;

the remained hidden cash cheque. Bank returns

Seller randomly asks the customer to disclose either
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The bank verifies the own signature and certifies that The EPS Scheme Includes:
the cash cheque with a unique string was not
previously deposited. After that, the bank imposes S1 : The center for formalization of the order module,
the nesessary amount of money to the account of the accepts orders and records them in a designated
seller and records the unique string in the database; memory backlog for unprocessed orders;
If the unique string is already exist in the database, S2 : The center for formalization of the order extraction
the bank refuses the money cheque and compares module from the queue and send it to the main
the identity string on the money cheque with stored service data flow;
in the database. If these strings match to each other,  S3 : The center for formalization of the basic parallel
the bank ensures that the cheque has been copied by server threads;
the seller. If the identification   string  are  different, S4 : The center for verification of a digital signature
the  bank  knows  that the cheque has been copied and certificate’s status;
by the  person  who issued this money cheque. S5 : The center for formalization of the customer’s
Since the second seller, received a cheque another operations on the generation of cheques
string-selector  to  the  customer  than   the  first (electronic money) and transfer them to the bank;
seller, the bank finds that the customer has opened S6 : The center of the bank operations to verify the
the left half to one seller and the right to another. cheques (electronic money);
Bank will determine the customer’s identity by the S7 : The center of the customer’s verification of the
XOR operation using these halves of identification bank’s signature and transfer the signed cheque
string. (electronic money) to the seller;

Considered financial  protocol  complies  with of the signature of the bank;
security and anonymity. Safety is in the fact that the S9 : The center for formalization of seller’s operations
second  use  of a cheque is refused if a bank determines to verify the additional information to cheque and
the fraud [6]. The customer remains anonymous,  i.e.  it  is transfer a cheque (electronic money) to the bank;
impossible to track his purchases  [7].  This  protocol S10 : The center for formalization of the bank’s
allows  the identification of  the  customer,  but  only in operations to confirm payment;
the case of  fraud,  which also positively affects the S11 : The center for formalization of the module to
bank’s security. extract a reply from the designated memory area

To analyze the time characteristics of financial and generation of a digital signature for the
protocols, the following generalized model of the server's response;
electronic payment system operations, formalized in the S12 : The center for formalization of the operations on
form of queuing networks was suggested [8]. sending the notices to confirm the payment.

S8 : The center for formalization of seller’s verification

Fig. 2: Formalized EPS scheme in the form of queuing networks
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Fig. 3. Dependence on the general characteristics of the load 

An  analytical   model   [8],   which   is   a  software
that  allows   using   the   Buzen's   algorithm  or the
method of averages (MA) to find the characteristics of the
system under various load conditions has been
developed.

However, this model has a number of assumptions
[9]:

Incoming flow of orders must comply to Poisson
distribution;
The distribution of the duration of order processing
in the centers of the network is exponential in the
centers with the discipline FIFO, or a general form for
the centers with the disciplines IS, PS and LIFO.
The length of queues at the centers of the network is
unlimited;
The number of channels in the multi-line centers is
unlimited.

These assumptions supposes that this model does
not account the loss of orders due to a overload queues
or lack of channels, as well as the record of the blocked
service centers is impossible. Fig. 4. Hybrid system of parametric optimization

A simulation model of the system was built for more
accurate and detailed characteristics. This model is a Complexity of the analysis is in a large number of
software module developed using the programming input parameters (K, M, L, etc., see Fig. 2) to track the
language C#. reaction of system at the changing of several input

The study of the developed model allowed us to characteristics. Therefore, it was decided to use a hybrid
obtain the dependednces of basic characteristics of the system of parametric optimization to improve the
system depending on the load (Fig. 3.). The load is the efficiency of the system.
combination of such parameters as intensity of input flow The hybrid system was developed using a simulation
orders ( ) and the total number of subscribers (N). model and a genetic algorithm [10] (Fig. 4). 
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Table 1: The yield of the hybrid system after parametric optimization of EPS
Parameter Variability diapason Optimal value
Length of the queue to be servicied [0,1000] 258
Number of concurrent server threads [0,500] 85
Number of connections to the server [0, 20] 7
Average processing time of orders 23,38
The loss factor due to excessive processing time over the time-out 0,0070755
The loss coefficient of orders due to lack of space in the server queue 0
The loss coefficient of orders due to the lack of open connections to the server 0

The simulation was performed using the following REFERENCES
parameters of the genetic algorithm:

Number of individuals in a generation - 20; Edition, Protocols, Algorithms and Source Code in C.
Number of processed generations - 40; New York: John Wiley & Sons, pp: 784.
Probability of crossing - 0.6; 2. Zapechnikov, S., 2007. Cryptographic Protocols and
Probability of mutation - 0.2. Their Order in the Financial and Commercial

Parameters of the requirements for EPS according to 3. Ferguson, N., B. Schneier and T. Kohno, 2010.
the loads: Cryptography Engineering. New York: John Wiley &

Number of subscribers - 600; 4. Master Card and VISA, SET Secure Electronic
intensity of the input flow of orders 0.01 c . Transaction Specification: Formal Protocol Definition,1

CONCLUSIONS 5. Chaum, D., 2000. Privacy Protected Payments:
Implementation of simulation modeling allowed the Unconditional Payer and/or Payee Untraceability.

characterisation of output  features  of  electronic North Holland, pp: 69-93.
payment system such as the average time for the order 6. Chaum, D., 1990. Showing credentials without
tratment, the length of queues and loss coefficients. identification: Transferring signatures between
These characteristics depending on the input load allow unconditionally unlinkable pseudonyms. In the
the characterization of the efficiency of the system built Proceedings of the International Conference on
on the basis of the financial protocol “anonymous cash Cryptology, pp: 245-264.
cheques” and elimination of significant assumptions made 7. Stepanenko, I. and V. Lukyanov, 2012. Repayment
during the analytical modeling. The implementation of the Problem of Electronic Cheque. Journal of Volgograd
hybrid system promotes the reasonably choice of the State Technical University, 10(97): 200-202.
technical parameters of the components of EPSs in 8. Stepanenko, I., 2013. Investigation of the
conditions of flexible external and internal factors. characteristics of the electronic payment system by

As a result, we have developed: Modern directions of theoretical and applied research

A software module allowing the calculations of the 9. Lukyanov,  V.,   I.   Cherkovsky,  V.  Skakunov  and
analytical model of EPSs; D. Bikov, 2009. Models of Computer Networks with
Simulation model allows a detailed study of the Certifying Centers. Volgograd State Technical
characteristics of EPS and analysis of the influence of University Press, pp: 242.
input parameters on the system operations; 10. Gladkov, L., V. Kureichik and M. Kureichik, 2006.
Program module of hybrid system of optimization of Genetic Algorithms, FIZMATLIT Press, pp: 320.
EPS operation parameters which allows to make a
decision about selection of the parameters of the
system based on aptitude function.
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